
BECAUSE WIPES ARE WIMPY.



It’s a Dirty World. 
Get Fierce. 
Let’s face it—life gets messy. When the grime 

gets tough, you don’t need a wimpy wipe that 

will let you down. You need something bigger. 

Stronger. Fiercer. You need Crocodile Cloth®. 

Crocodile Cloth® is the toughest disposable 

cleaning cloth on the planet, to attack industrial-

size messes in any habitat, from household 

spills to workplace disasters. Our unique formula 

devours grease, grime, grit and gunk and 

absorbs gloppy messes on contact so you can 

clean up in a single swipe. This is a cloth that 

works as hard as you do, so you can handle 

whatever life throws at you. 

• Super-size cloths (15 x 10 inches) for faster, 

easier cleanup—as much as 4X the cleaning 

power of an ordinary wipe! 

• Highly absorbent, low-lint nonwoven material 

collects and retains dirt like a microfiber cloth. 

• Non-drying, alcohol-free formula is savage on 

dirt but gentle  on hands, with aloe and vitamin 

E to condition skin. 

• Safe for use on nearly all surfaces, including 

plastic, vinyl, metal, wood, bamboo, leather, 

carpets and fabrics.

 

Go ahead.  
Get messy. 

Crocodile Cloth®  
can take it.   

The uses are endless! 
Crocodile Cloth®  

is safe to use  
on most surfaces.

15” x 10”
OVERSIZED
CLEANING CLOTHS

Safe on skin and 
most surfaces

Recyclable
packaging



It’s Messy Out There.

Clean It Up with 
Crocodile Cloth® 
Crocodile Cloth® was created to address the 

problems with ordinary, wimpy cleaning wipes. 

They’re bigger, thicker and super-absorbent, 

so one cloth is all you need for most jobs. The 

cleaning solution is specially formulated to cut 

through grease, oil and adhesives without harsh 

chemicals that dry out hands or damage surfaces. 

Crocodile Cloth® fills a critical hole on store 

shelves. They’re the only disposable cleaning 

cloth designed specifically for the industrial, 

manufacturing, DIY, automotive, construction and 

outdoor markets. We’re confident that once your 

customers try Crocodile Cloth®, they’ll never go 

back to ordinary wipes. 

Interested in becoming a distributer? Talk to us 

about bringing Crocodile Cloth® to your store 

shelves today. 

CROCODILECLOTH.COM  |  855.55.CLOTH

950 CLAYCRAFT ROAD 

GAHANNA, OH 43230

MAIN 614.696.5900 

FAX  614.696.5901


